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Ammo: The RPG
Ammo is a single-shot game aimed at
telling one type of story. You pretend to be
one of a handful of characters whose world
has just been plunged into war against an
enemy only you and a handful of others are
in direct conflict with. The game begins with
a scene dedicated to showing how cool you
are. Then a scene where everyone playing the
game comes together and meets each other
(maybe for the first time, maybe just like
normal). Then the badguys attack! You fight
them with your guns, and the rest of the game
goes from there. When you fight the badguys
with your guns you’ll get more/other types of
Ammo to use, other cool guns, and cool stuff.
But eventually you’ll face the Final Enemy,
wherein we find out the Ending for your story.
This is a story game. It’s a story
because you’re going to pretend like you’re a
person you make up, and you’re going to tell
other people pretending with you what that
person is doing, and you’re going to reveal
together what is happening in the world
you’re all making up together. It’s a game
because you’re going to find out some of the
twists and turns in the story by shooting a
gun, and the dice will let you know if you hit
your target or not.
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Ammo: Basic
This version of Ammo is the basic
version - the starting point before any
philosophy or background is wrapped around
the core mechanic. Consider this a basic
guide for hacking Ammo to make other cool
versions that you’d like to play out. The
purpose of this version is to explain the
fundamental elements of Ammo to streamline
that process.

What You Need:
This game uses Fudge Dice - between 6
and 12 per player. You might also need other
things - such as counters, tokens, or cards,
depending on what kind of backdrop you add
to the setting and the core mechanics.

Variables:
The end of each topic will have a section
called “Variables.” This is where i point
out bits and pieces of the game that could
be messed with to create a different feel, to
better emulate a new genre or backdrop.
While anything is susceptible to review,
the core elements are listed first, and the
Variables are listed afterwards, to help open
up the options and spur new ideas.
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The Game Schematic:
Ammo is played out in a series of
scenes. Some are staged, some are open.
The first scene is the Intro Scene - this
is where we see the heroes for the first time;
it’s for showing us how awesome they are.
The Second Scene is the Drawing
Together Scene - this is where all the players
get to play their characters drawing together
to decide how they’re going to take down the
Final Enemy.
The middle of the game - where the
story happens - is played out in a series of
Action Scenes and Character Scenes.
Action Scenes are where you face the
army of the Final Enemy, and shoot your
guns, hit different Targets, and make your
way to the Final Enemy. Every Action Scene
ends with a Good, Bad, or Complicated ending.
The ending helps determine the Aftermath which is then used to buy Character Scenes.
Character Scenes are the downtime
between gunfights. During Chracter Scenes
the players heal up and prepare for the next
Action Scene. Each Character Scene is a
setup for the next Action Scene.
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Once the story has unraveled for the
players, they can spend their Aftermath to
buy the fight with the Final Enemy. Once
they have defeated the Final Enemy you play
out the End Scene - where we learn what this
battle has cost our characters.
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Action Scenes:
Action scenes have two phases - the
Targeting Phase and the Shooting Phase.
The Targeting Phase is first. This is
where you target your enemies - telling the
GM what you’re going to shoot at.
During the Targeting Phase you can do
several things:
*Reload
*Switch Guns
*Name an Exit
*Hit a Target
*Flare
Reloading or Switching Guns takes your
Targeting Phase, and means you have full
ammo in your gun to shoot with.
To Name an Exit means you pick a way
to leave the fight early without getting a Bad
Ending (or, consequently, a Good one).
Hitting a Target means you’re doing
something other than shooting (or shooting a
specific target that’s not a badguy) to achieve
a secondary goal.
There are three types of Flare. Flare for
Defense means you ignore the next hit rolled
against you. Flare for Attack means you do
one automatic hit on your next shooting roll.
Flare for Destruction gives everyone else
playing with you an extra die to roll on their
Shooting (to represent the carnage).
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The Shooting Phase is when you roll
those Fudge Dice to see what you hit.
(-) is a Ricochet - this means your target
blocked your shot or hid behind cover
(0) is a Miss - this is bad, you just didn’t
hit your target and it’s embarrassing
(+) is a Hit! - your aim was true and it
hit the target or your enemy
When you roll three of the same kind
in one Shooting Phase you get a Triple - this
grants you a Special Effect, abbreviated SFX.

Variables:
Each player gets one Turn.
It’s possible that you could give certain
Calibers or Enemies more than one turn if
you’re okay with that.
Initiative is determined by which
side has more characters in the fight.
Play proceeds to the Right. If you wanted,
you could come up with any other kind of
Initiative system to determine who goes first.
It’s an important concept in Ammo, however,
because a good roll can take down a player’s
character before they even get to shoot.
Player Characters don’t die. They just
get ‘taken out of the fight’ somehow. The Final
Enemy is where you can risk your Character’s
life. If you choose to make each Action
Scene lethal you need to determine what will
happen to Players whose Characters die.
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Weapons:
The premise of this game relies
primarily on semi-automatic Handguns. The
reason for this is to have each die you throw
down be a ‘shot’ you’ve taken - a deliberate
pulling of the trigger.
Each Gun has two Stats:
Rate: How fast the gun shoots
Hold: How many bullets it can hold
For any action that is not Shooting, you
can choose to roll your Effort instead. Effort
is a die-pool equivalent to your remaining
Wounds. This means your Effort with
anything not a Handgun goes down as you are
injured. Sometimes Hitting a Target means
rolling your Effort to do what is required.

Variables:
If you have a weapon of any kind that
is not a handgun you roll one die. You could
also apply the basic rule of Effort - anything
that’s not shooting a handgun is a die-pool
equivalent to the remaining Wounds you have
left. Some weapons could add to that die-pool.
You cannot start with a weapon that
has a Rate of higher than 8. The Rate of 8
is based on Bad Guys that do not have any
kind of special ‘armor’ to protect them, and
are going to be ganged up against you in an
average of 8 to 12 per group per Action Scene.
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Aftermath:
Each Action Scene ends in one of three
ways: Good, Bad, or Complicated

GOOD ENDING:
ALL OF THE BADGUYS ARE SHOT DOWN
OR DO NOT ESCAPE:
All (+) and (0) give you a Pick from the
Good List - Ignore all (-).

COMPLICATED ENDING:
THE BADGUYS FORCE A RETREAT, OR
IF THEY SHOOT DOWN 1 OR MORE OF
THE GOODGUYS
Spend everything.
(+) is Good
(-) is Bad
(0) is Complicated

BAD ENDING:
IF THE BADGUYS SHOOT DOWN ALL OF
THE GOODGUYS:
All (-) and (0) Spend on a Pick from the Bad
List. You have to spend all your (-). You can
still pick from the Good List for all (+) that
your roll.

Variables:
If the Leader is Shot Down the Grunts
will abandon the fight. You could, instead,
run every fight until all are shot down or Pick
their Exit.
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Character Scenes:
Character Scenes are designed to
focus on role-playing, setting the stage, and
detailing the characters everyone is playing.
Character scenes are bought from
three lists using Aftermath Dice. Each Action
Scene you go through adds a die to the pool of
Aftermath dice you roll.
Every Character Scene you can buy
has some kind of reward woven into playing
it out. Good, Bad and Complicated endings
are all beneficial mechanically. They all move
forward, toward the showdown with the Final
Enemy, and help you along the way. Only the
emotional tone is set by the list.
Good Endings are often quiet or
involve finding a rebellion or allies that can
help you fight the Final Enemy. Players set up
Characters Scenes from a Good Aftermath.
Bad Endings often deal with your past,
how you came into the fight against the Final
Enemy, or the general misery of the war. The
GM or PC can set up Character Scenes from a
Bad Aftermath, depending on the Playset.
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Complicated Endings are always some
other objective or roadblock between you
and the Final Enemy. While they provide
provision and advancement, they waylay
you, divert you, or ask you something hard to
answer. Complicated Endings often develop
the setting as much as the characters.
PCs choose their Character Scenes with
Complicated Aftermath, but GMs set them up.

Standard Benefits:
The Good and the Bad:
Erase Wounds
Gain Ammo
Gain Ally
Increase Gun Stats
Increase Arsenal
Increase Effort
Gain Loot
Eliminate a Schtick of the Final Enemy
The Complicated:
The Key - you must acquire the Key
Gain Key =
Loose Key = The GM sets up the next Scene
The Map - you must acquire the Map
Gain Map = Add 1 bonus (+) to all Aftermath
rolls from now on
Loose Map = The GM sets up the next Scene
The Tower - you must destroy the Tower
Destroy Tower = Gain New Gun
Escape Tower = Gain Ammo
The Chariot - you must get on the Chariot
Make it Through = Gain Loot
Blocked = Add 2 bonus (-) to next Aftermath
The Sage - you must seek out the Sage
Gain Help = Gain backdrop themed benefit
Loose Help = Pick from Good/Bad options
The Nemesis - you must face your Nemesis
Victorious = Gain backdrop themed benefit
Defeated = Pick from the Good/Bad options
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Determines:
Look
Gun
Style

The Calibers:
The Calibers are the basic archetypes
for a protagonist in Ammo. Each Caliber
has three distinguishing features: their
Look, their Gun, and their Style.
A Caliber’s Look is all up to the
player. It’s simply a description of how they
dress, act, and what they look like.
A Calibers Gun is what specific type
of semi-automatic handgun they use.
A Calibers Style is how they use their
gun. There are four basic Styles to choose
from, which are the most mechanically
distinguishing feature of a Caliber.

Calibers:
Heavy Hitter
Two Gun
Lucky Shot
Quickdraw

A Heavy Hitter shoots slow but does
big damage when they hit.
A Two Gun shoots a lot, all over the
place, and hits near everything.
A Lucky Shot shoots almost at
random, and has luck on their side.
A Quickdraw is extra fast, and can do
more in a round than most others.
There are other varieties of Caliber
that can be created depending on the
backdrop for the game. These four are only
a basic starting point for design.
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Your Caliber determines three things:
Your Shctick, your SFX, and your Wounds.
Your Schtick is something that
always benefits you. It might have
circumstances you must meet to gain the
benefit, but it does not require a roll to use.

Determines:
Schtick
SFX
Wounds

Your SFX are three things that
happen on the three different versions of a
Triple roll (Hits, Misses, or Ricochets).
Wounds are often determined by
what archetype you’re playing, so your
Caliber will tell you how many you begin
with. This is also considered your Starting
Effort - until you are injured by Bad Guys.

Variables
You begin with a starting point
pool to buy your Arsenal. It’s assumed
you will buy, typically, 2 guns to begin
with, having a Rate no higher than 8, and a
Hold no less than 1. You can, however, try
having a Caliber determine what gun the
player starts out with, stating the weapons
according to backdrop or theme.
Additional Elements. Your Caliber
could also determine other facets to
your character. Such as ‘when they turn
into a werewolf’ or ‘what kind of human
connection creates their spiritual weapons.’
Aftermath Dice. Some versions
of Ammo give different Calibers unique
conditions that increase or alter their
Aftermath roll.
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Can Set:
Arsenal
Elements to
the fiction

Triple Science:
When you roll a Triple something cool
happens. Each Triple has a theme, typically
derived from the shooter’s Caliber.
<Cool

>Cool

Jammed
Empty
a Cool Thing

Triple Hits are always good - they
do extra damage, continue the blitz, blow
something up, catch an enemy unaware,
or give the shooter a bonus to their next
action. Whatever a Triple Hit does, it
should make the shooter look awesome.
Triple Ricochets are also cool,
but in a lesser way, sometimes bearing a
complication with them, as well.
Triple Misses have more than one
option in the fiction. When you roll a Triple
Miss you ask someone else at the table to
pick an SFX from their list.
As a standard everyone starts out
with Jammed and Empty on their list.
These are the most straightforward miss
SFX. Jammed means the gun jams - the
amount they have in their hold is the
same, but on the next Targeting Phase
they have to spend that phase ‘clearing the
jam,’ after which they can shoot as normal
with remaining ammo. Empty means
they miscounted their rounds. Whatever
they have in hold just goes away, and they
have to spend their next Targeting Phase
reloading or switching guns. This could
mean the immediate expenditure of good
Special Ammo, too.
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Variables:
A Weakness For Every Caliber.
Each Caliber could have it’s own custom
option or options to pick from when they
are chosen to give an SFX to a Triple Miss.
This could affect the game in any sort of
way, adding to or subtracting from the
Aftermath roll, setting up a Target, taking
from or adding to a players Targeting or
Shooting Phase (or both). You could also
make these SFX extra cool, or extra bad,
and make them a ‘happens once and is used
up’ kind of SFX.
Be Careful What You Aim At.
You could also tie the Triple Miss
to environmental SFX that the GM
determines. It could also be tied to each
Action Scene based on what Character
Scene set it up [for example: the SFX for
the Tower could be different for the SFX
when facing the Nemesis].
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Running The Game:
The GM roll in Ammo is built to run
through a series of Action Scenes. Each
Action Scene has it’s own GM Sheet.
The GM Sheet is made of three Bad
Guys: The Leader, The Uglies, and the
Grunts. The GM Sheet also keeps track of the
additional Targets or Triple Miss SFX.
Leaders are the big, commanding,
primary enemy in any given Action Scene.
Every Action Scene has one leader. The
Leader determines the Schtick the GM has
access to during the Action Scene.
Uglies are the lieutenants of the
Leader, the intelligent operatives doing their
lords bidding. Every Action Scene can have
up to as many Uglies as there are Players in
the game. Each Ugly grants the GM one SFX
for that Action Scene.
Grunts are nothing more than fodder
for the Players to shoot at. Each Grunt
dies after one shot, so consider them like
‘additional wounds’ for the Action Scene.
Grunts grant the GM three things - more
Grunts than Players means you get to go
first; whenever a Leader dies the Grunts
will all scatter, which means the ending is
Complicated; and Grunts add to the max
number of players a GM can Target.
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Leaders and Uglies can have one or
more of their own Wounds, and can roll for
Effort. Grunts are one-hit-kills, and cannot
roll for Effort.

The Final Enemy:
The Final Enemy has only two
Character Scenes that can set them up. One
is the Good Ending - Storming the Fortress.
The other is the Bad Ending - Captured. If the
Players buy the Good Ending, they set up how
they assault the Final Enemy. If they buy the
Bad Ending the GM sets up their being taken
before the Final Enemy.
The Final Enemy, by default, starts with
three Shcticks:
Ammocopia - does not have to reload
Indomitable - The Final Enemy can
rejuvenate. How this happens is determined
by each games backdrop
Spread - The Final Enemy can always
target all the players, even if they’re alone.

Variables:
The Final Enemy has all SFX. Maybe
any SFX that you’ve used so far. Maybe any
SFX in the book. Maybe only pick 1 more.
Your Gun Is The Best. The Final
Enemy has a weapon with a Rate and Hold
equal to the best Rate and best Hold of any
weapon the Players have. So whoever has
the highest Rate is the Final Enemy’s Rate.
Whoever has the best Hold is the Final
Enemy’s Hold (remove ‘Ammocopia’ for this).
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Building Ammo:
Ammo can do a handful of things that
benefit the Players.
Alternate SFX. The easiest way to
make Ammo useful is to give it alternative,
powerful SFX. These can stack with Schticks
or with other SFX, even, if the design permits.
Alternative Schticks. Some Ammo
can be given alternative Schticks that replace
the Character’s Schtick when they use that
Ammo. Be careful to note if this should work
when they only load one bullet into a clip of
regular Ammo. Does this mean the whole clip
is good for that Schtick?
Special Weakness. Some Ammo could
be considered a ‘special weakness’ to the Bad
Guys - this could mean that regular Ammo
might do nothing against them, or that it’s
especially effective against a specific Leader
type or Ugly type, doing greater damage.
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Writing the Game:
Ammo is typically laid out in this order:
I. Premise
1. What is this game about?
2. Philosophy/Execution of this version
3. Backdrop & Bad Guys for this version
II. Playing the Game
1. Intro and Overview
2. Action Scenes:
		 a. Targeting and Shooting
		 b. Targets and Effort
		 c. Wounds and Death
3. Character Scenes
		 a. Aftermath
III. The Pieces
1. The Calibers
2. The Aftermaths
3. The Ammos
IV. Running the Game
1. Building the Bad Guys
		 a. Leaders
		 b. Uglies
		 c. Grunts
2. The Final Enemy
		 a. Schticks
		 b. Advice
		 c. Endings
V. The Catalogs
1. Leaders (Schticks)
2. Uglies (SFX)
3. Targets
(4. Aftermath SFX)
VI. The Sheets
1. The Character Sheets
2. The GM Sheet
3. Clips and Ammos
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The Heavy Hitter
SCHTICK:

When you Flare for Shooting your firing
your weapon at half of its normal Rate. For
each shot you take, roll 3 dice instead of
one. Keep all (+) rolled as Damage. You still
only get a Triple for SFX if you get three
Hits on Three Different Shots.
What this looks like is you basically slowly
taking careful aim, and putting each shot
where it hurts the most. Other players may
throw bullets away like candy, but you know
how to take your time.

SFX:

On a Triple (-)
Your gun is too damn big for cover.
Whatever you were shooting at has to spend
their next Targeting phase on a Flare for
Defense, or else they take one Damage.
On a Triple (+)
Pain, pure and simple. Your shots are slow
and perfect. Any Triple (+) from a Lone
Gun does one extra Damage.
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The Two Gun
SCHTICK:

When you Flare for Shooting you’re not
just firing with both barrels blazing, you’re
smothering the landscape in hot lead. You
don’t target just one enemy, you target them
all. You must fire at full Rate to do this, and
if you don’t have enough ammo to fire at
full Rate tell the GM that they can keep one
target safe. Otherwise, roll once, and apply
the damage, ricochets and misses to the
whole lot in front of you.

SFX:

On a Triple What looked like chaos was really just cover
fire. On the next turn all Allies with you get
a free ‘Flare for Defense’ that does not use
their Targeting move.
On a Triple +
It never ends. If you roll a triple (+) roll one
more dice. If it comes up a (+) add another.
If that comes up a (+) roll another. Keep
doing this until you run out of ammo.
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The Lucky Shot
SCHTICK:

No Triple (+) SFX work against you. Ever.
You’re just lucky like that. In addition, you
don’t have to say who you’re targeting, you
roll your dice, and pick the order after you
fire. You could shoot with your eyes closed.

SFX:

On a Triple (-)
You’re not really aiming anyway. So when
you Ricochet three times, turn those three
(-) into a single (+). You can only do this
for one Target per round. Your random aim
causes collateral damage.
On a Triple (+)
You’re not even trying. When you Hit
with a triple (+) you autododge the next
three hits against you. In the next round
anything that shoots at you finds you’re
just not there, so turn the first three (+) on
their attack to (0). This does not count as a
Triple (0) for them.
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The Quickdraw
SCHTICK:

When you’re attacked, you always go first.
In addition, it’s a free action for you to
switch guns during the Targeting phase.

SFX:

On a Triple (-)
You weren’t really worried about those
targets, you just wanted them to stay
under cover while you reloaded your
other weapon. Take a free Reload. This
can be comboed with your Schtick during
Targeting phase.
On a Triple (+)
You see exactly what they’re doing. On
your next Targeting phase, you get a free
Flare for Shooting. Also can be comboed
with your Schtick and your Triple (-) SFX.
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